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Abstract 
The aggregative closure problem, a transitive closure problem with aggregations on transitive 
paths, is formally defined by database terms. Its definition in our paper holds only on the 
subset conditions of path algebra, thereby it is more general than other definitions in previous 
works. For the completion of the definition, we suggest conditions for the existence of the 
fixpoint and classified the conditions as the properties of the aggregate operators and the problem 
domain. So we can verify the existence of the fixpoint by the suggested conditions. The naive 
algorithm is proposed as a computational semantics for the aggregative closure problem. This 
study also proves that for an aggregative closure problem the semi-naive algorithm is computa- 
tionally equivalent to the naive algorithm when the aggregate product operator is distributive 
over aggregate sum operator. 
1. Introduction 
Transitive closure queries are used frequently in database applications, which are 
problems that find the transitive paths on a graph. The semantics and the algorithms 
for it are widely studied. When aggregated values are computed on the transitive paths, 
the problem becomes more complex. We now discuss such kinds of  transitive closure 
problems that require aggregations on the transitive paths for all pairs of  the nodes. 
We call them 'aggregative closure'. Examples of the aggregative closure problems are 
'shortest path problem', 'maximum capacity problem', 'bill of materials problem', etc. 
Extensive research has been carried for the formulations [3, 6], representations 
[1, 5, 12], and efficient processings [4, 5, 8] of  aggregative closure problems. Cruz [3] 
defined the aggregative closure formally based on the semiring (path algebra in [2]) 
and various processing algorithms are suggested epending on the properties of  the 
problem, for example, maximizing, absorptive, etc. Eder [6] discussed the fixpoint of 
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aggregative closure for the aggregate functions, 'min', 'max', and 'sum'. Most of the 
aggregative closure problems discussed above are based on the type of the algebraic 
structure called path algebra [2]. Dar [5] classifies the path algebra as maximizing, 
absorptive, ordered, non-distributive in accordance with the algebraic property of the 
aggregate operators and presents efficient algorithms for it. 
In this paper, the aggregative closure problem is formally defined along with the 
notations in Cruz [3], but the problem is not restricted only to the path algebra. We 
discuss the conditions for the fixpoint of aggregative closure for general functions rather 
than aggregate functions discussed in Eder [6]. An aggregate closure problem has a 
fixpoint when the domain is finite. But by the cycles in the graph corresponding to
the problem, new values are generated continuously as in the shortest path problem 
when the domain is E. To assure the fixpoint, we propose the conditions and classify 
them by the aggregate operators and the domain. This classification can be the basis 
for the introduction of the aggregative closure operator in database query language. 
Of the two most well known algorithms, the naive algorithm can be a computational 
semantic for aggregative closure. The naive algorithm does not assume the associativity 
and distributivity of the aggregate product operator, therefore it can evaluate a more 
general aggregative closure problem. Formal frameworks for the aggregative closure 
problem allow us to prove that the semi-naive algorithm is computationally equivalent 
to the naive algorithm when the aggregate product operator is distributive over the 
aggregative sum operator. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the aggregative closure problem 
is formally defined. In Section 3, the conditions are discussed and classified for the 
fixpoint of the aggregative closure problem based on the properties of the aggregate 
operators and the domain. In Section 4, the difference between the naive and the semi- 
naive algorithm is discussed as the property of aggregate operators. 
2. Definition of the aggregative closure query 
2.1. A99regative closure query 
In database, the relation for the transitive closure problem is represented with two 
attributes on the same domain. The result of the transitive closure problem on this 
relation is the finite application of join operation on the relation by itself. With an 
equivalent graph representation, an edge '(a, b)' exists if a tuple ' < a, b > '  is in the 
relation, and the weight of the edge is 1. The transitive closure problem has two 
operators. The operator for the product of the transitive path is 'and' for the adjacent 
paths, for example '1 and 1 = 1'. The operator for the sum of the already computed 
transitive paths is 'or'. In the aggregative closure problem, the two operators can be 
other numerical or string operators instead of 'and' or 'or' operators. 
Carr6 defined the so called 'path algebra' for the formulation of the aggregative 
closure problems [2]. In the path algebra, the two operators for the sum and product of 
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the transitive paths are represented as V and •, respectively. The operator V is commu- 
tative and associative, and the • operator is commutative, associative and distributive 
over v. 
For example, in the shortest path problem, the operator for the transitive path product 
is '+' ,  the operator for the transitive path sum is 'min'. Therefore the label values for 
these operators are computed as follows : 
x V y is equivalent to 'min(x,y)' for the sum of path (path selection), and 
x • y is equivalent to 'x + y' for the product of path (path concatenation). 
The shortest path problem satisfies the properties of the path algebra. The operator 
'min' is commutative and associative and the operator '+ '  is commutative, associative 
and distributive over 'min'. 
Cruz [3] defined a transitive closure problem that requires aggregations on the tran- 
sitive closure paths as 'aggregative closure', which, in our paper, is also called as 
aggregative closure. In applications, for the aggregate operators, 'sum', 'max', 'min' 
are used, but it can be one of the more complex numerical functions, string function, 
or any kinds of functions that are computable. 
2.2. Formal definition of the aggregative closure 
In this section, aggregative closure is formally defined by using the notations in 
Cruz [3], but it does not assume the path algebra. The formal definition is necessary 
for the discussion of the fixpoint in the next section. We will represent V (join) and 
• (product) operators in the path algebra s '®' and '®', respectively, but the properties 
of the operators are not the same. Firstly, we restate the notations in Cruz with some 
modifications. 
Definition. The aggregate sum operator (aggregate join operator), ®, is the first 
operator for the aggregative closure problem. It is used for the sum of label values 
on transitive paths. It is commutative and associative. If applied to a ternary relation 
R, it gives a relation T, that is, ®R = T, T consists of all tuples < i,j, d > such that 
d -  ®dk, for all k and < i,j, dk > in R. With two ternary relations R and S, R ® S is 
defined as ®(R U S). 
Definition. The aggregate product operator(aggregate multiplication operator), ®, is 
the second operator for the problem. It is used for the product of the transitive closure 
paths. 
Definition. The aggregate composition operator, [®, ®], when it is applied to two 
ternary relations R and S gives the relation T, that is, R[®, ®IS = T. T consists of all 
tuples (i,j, d) such that the set, 
Qi,j = {(k,a,b):(i,k,a) ERA(k, j ,b)  E S} 
is not empty, and d = @(k,a,b)EQi, j(a ® b). 
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Definition. The aggregate union operator, U, unions two relations R and S. T = RWS 
contains those tuples (i,j,d) such that ~(i,j,a) C R U S, and d is defined by d = 
(@(i,j,a)CR a) ® (®(i,j,b)cs b). 
Using the above definitions, the aggregative closure operator is defined on a relation 
R with three attributes (A,B, C). A and B attributes are called the 9roupin9 attribute on 
a finite domain D, and C is called the a99regated attribute or the the label attribute in 
graph terms. We restrict he relation to only three attributes without loss of generality. 
Definition. The relations LI,LI*,Li*,L i, with the source relation L °. 
The relation, L 1. = L I = L °. The relation L 1. and L 1 means the adjacency relation 
of path length 1. 
The relation, L i = L(i-1)*[@,@]L 1, for i~>2. The relation L i means  the adjacency 
relation of path length 2 to i. 
The relation, L i* = L 1 ~J L i, for i~>2. The relation L i* means  the adjacency relation 
of path length less than or equal to i, which is computed from L 1 and L i, the relation 
of path length 2 to i. 
Definition. The a99regative closure, L ~*, on a ternary relation L with a sum and a 
product operator, ® and ® respectively, is denoted by [®, ®] L, if the fixpoint exists. 
The definition of aggregative closure is different from the one defined in [3], in 
which the algebraic properties of the operators atisfy the properties of a path algebra. 
But in the definition of this paper, it does not include the associativity and distribu- 
tivity of aggregate product operator (®) which is one of the basic properties in the 
path algebra. But we assume that the aggregate sum operator (®) has the commuta- 
tivity and associativity for the computation of aggregate sum (®) and aggregate union 
operator (+U). Our definition is algebraically less restrictive compared to Cruz [3] or 
non-distributive path algebra in Dar [5]. The company control problem in Section 4 
shows the difference between the definitions, which does not satisfy the property of 
path algebra. 
3. The fixpoint of the aggregative closure problem 
3.1. The fixpoint 
In Section 2, aggregative closure assumes the fixpoint. The transitive closure prob- 
lems always has the fixpoint on a finite domain. But this does not hold on aggrega- 
tive closure problems. In aggregative closure problems, the label values in database 
graph are aggregated on the transitive paths, generating new values on the domain, 
and finally the fixpoint may not exist. Eder [6] covered the monotonicity of aggre- 
gate functions such as sum, max, min, count, for the fixpoint of aggregative closure 
problems. We suggest and classify the sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
fixpoint. 
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We simplify our problem without changing the meanings. First, the relations to the 
problem domain have three attributes (A,B,C), with two grouping attributes (A,B), 
and one aggregated attribute (C). Second, the domain of the grouping attribute is 
finite. 
The conditions for the fixpoint of a transformation are discussed in the fixpoint heo- 
rem [7]. We restate the theorem for the greatest fixpoint case and apply the aggregative 
closure transformation to it. 
Definition. A partially ordered set L is a complete join semi-lattice if lub(X) is in X, 
for every subset X of L. 
Definition. Let L be a complete join semi-lattice and T : L ~ L be a mapping. We 
say T is monotonic if T(x)<.T(y),  whenever x<.y for a partial order ~<, for x,y  E L. 
Theorem 1. Let L be a complete join semi-lattice and T.'L ---+ L be monotonic. 
Suppose a, a ~ E L and a <<. T(a). Then there exists a fixpoint a ~ of T such that 
a<~d. 
Proof. In the theorem of Lloyd [10], the fixpoint theorem is for a complete lattice 
which is both join semi-lattice and meet semi-lattice. In that case, both the greatest 
fixpoint and least fixpoint exist. In a complete join semi-lattice, there is a greatest 
fixpoint by the theorem of Lloyd. For an aggregative closure problem, if we can de- 
termine a partial order for the join semi-lattice, there is one fixpoint which is greatest 
or least. In our paper, we deal with the greatest fixpoint. 
We are going to prove that if a partial order is defined, the domain of aggregative 
closure operator can constitute a complete join semi-lattice and that if the aggregative 
closure operator is monotonic on the domain, the problem has a fixpoint. In Theo- 
rem 1, we supposed that the domain was finite (a complete join semi-lattice), but in 
some aggregative closure problem, it is probably not. By the cycles in the graph cor- 
responding to the domain, new values are successively made at aggregated attribute, 
and finally the domain becomes infinite. First, we discuss the sufficient conditions for 
the aggregative closure problem fixpoint assuming that the domain is finite, later for 
the other type. Let D be the domain for the attributes of a relation. Let tuple variables 
r, t be defined on relation R(a, b, c). 
Definition. For tuples r, t E D3,r<<.L t with respect o the aggregate sum operator 
(®) and aggregated attribute C. +-+(if and only if) r[AB] = t[AB] and for all x, y E D, 
1. x~x®y and r[C] <~ t[C], orx>.x®y and r[C] >~ t[C], i fD  E N and ® is defined 
on this domain (a numerical fimction), 
2. xCx® y and r[C] C t[C] or xDx® y and r[C] D_ t[C], i f  D is a power set 
and ® is defined on this domain (a set fimction). 
3. other functions can be defined likewise whose domain is not numeric or power 
set. 
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For example, if G is a numerically non-decreasing operator such as 'max' or 'sum', 
then (a, b, 3) ~<L(a, b, 7). But for the non-increasing operator, such as 'rain', (a, b, 7) ~<L 
(a,b,3). The order ~<L can be defined on any domain D other than N or a power set. 
Between two relations, the following order can be defined with respect o ~<L. 
Definition. Let R,T E p(D3). R<~zT with respect o the aggregate sum operator 
(®) +-+ Vr C R, 3t E T : r<<.zt. 
For example, if ® is a numerically non-decreasing operator such as 'max' or 'sum', 
and for two relations R and T, if R ~<LT, T contains not less tuples than R, and if the 
values of the grouping attributes are the same, the value of the aggregated attribute is 
not less than that in R. For example, 
{<a,b ,  3 >} ~<~ {< a,b,4 >}, and {<a,b ,  3 >} ~<L {<a,b ,  3 >,< a,c, 1 >}, 
but not {<a,b ,3>} ~<L {<a,b ,2>} or{<a,b ,  3>,<a,c , l>}  ~<z{<a,b, 3 >}. 
Proposition 1. ~<L is a partial order on _p(D3). 
Proof. Prove that ~<L is reflexive, anti-symmetric, transitive on R. For relations R, S, T E 
p(D3),R<<.LR, if R<<.LS, contains all the tuples with upper bound tuples in R, if 
S~LR, R contains all the tuples with upper bound tuples in S. So the two relation 
must be the same and the anti-symmetry is proved. If R<<.LS and S<<.LT, T contains 
all the tuples with upper bound tuples in R. So R ~<LT, the transitivity proved. 
Theorem 2. (p(D3), ~</;) is a complete join semi-lattice. 
Proofi A partial order on a domain D is complete join semi-lattice if lub(X) is in 
D for every subset X of D. For any subsets of R1, R2 E D 3, lub({R1,R2}) can be 
defined as follows: for a tuple t c R1, if R2 does not contain a tuple with the same 
grouping attribute (AB) value with t, then tuple t is included in lub({R1,R2}), and 
the converse is true. Otherwise, for all tuples in R1 and R2, with the same grouping 
attribute, (a, b, cl ) in R1, (a, b, c2) in R2, lub({R1,R2}) contains (a, b, el ® c2). By the 
definition of ~<L on relations, lub({R1,R2}) is an upper bound of R1 and R2. 
Definition. The aggregate operators, • and ®, are monotone with respect to the partial 
order ~<L, if (a,b,x)<<.z(a,b,y) implies (a,b,x ® xO)<<.L(a,b,y G xO) and (a,b,x ® 
xO)<<.L(a,b,y ®xO), respectively, for any values ofx, y, and x0. 
Proposition 2. I f  • and ® are monotone with respect o <~L, then the transformation 
T(L, La ) = L1 ~5 (L[®, ®]L~) is monotone, for a relation L1. 
Proof. Suppose for two relations with R1 ~<LR2. We now prove that T1 ~<LT2, for T1 
and T2, such that, T1 = L1 N (R1 [O, ®]L1 ) and T2 = L1 U (R2[®, ®ILl). By definition 
of ~<z on two relations, if R1 <~LR2, then R2 has all the tuples in R1 with equal 
grouping attributes (A,B) and more tuples than R1. For tuples that exist in both R1 
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and R2 with equal grouping attributes (A,B), there exist tuples as follows: 
Relation R 1 Relation R2 Relation L 1 
A B C 
a dl xl 
a d2 x2 
A B C 
a dl y l  
d2 y2 
A B C 
b cO 
ffl b cl 
#3 b c2 
55 
For tuples (a,b, x l )  E T1 and (a,b, x2) E T2, xl and x2 are computed as: 
xl = cO 0 Y](i=l,...,m)(Xi G ci), X2 = C0 @ ~U=I ...... )(yi ® ei), and m ~<n. 
First (a, b, (x 1 ® c 1 )) ~< L((a, b, y 1 @ c 1 )) by assumption of monotonicity of ®, (a, b, cO ® 
(xl ® cl))<~b(a,b, cO @ (yl  ® cl))  by monotonicity of ®, and likewise (a,b, cO ® 
E(i=l,...,j)(xi @ ei))<.L,(a,b, cO @ E(i=l,...,j)(yi @ ci)), for j = m. 
So, (a, b, cO @ ~(i=l,...,m)(Xi ® ci)) ~L, (a, b, cO 0 ~(i=l,...,n)(yi ® ci)), for m and n. Now, 
T1 <<.rT2 is proved. 
Theorem 3. An aggregative closure problem in a ternary relation, R(A,B, C), with an 
aggregate sum operator (®) and an aggregate product operator(@) has the fixpont, 
if it satisfies the following Properties 1 and 2. 
Property 1. The ® and ® operators are monotone with respect to <<.L, and @ 
operator is commutative and associative, 
Property 2. The domain of the aggregated attribute is finite during the computation. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, a monotonic transformation i  a complete join semi-lattice has 
a fixpoint. The aggregative closure problem with the order, EL, makes up the complete 
join semi-lattice. By Property 1, if the aggregate operators are monotonic, the transfor- 
mation T is monotonic by the Proposition 2. The transformation T is the one step for 
the computation of the aggregative closure as shown in the naive algorithm in Section 
4. The commutativity of the @ operator is necessary for the computation. Property 2 
is necessary for the complete join semi-lattice. By Theorem 1 and Proposition 2, the 
aggregative closure problem has the greatest fixpoint if it satisfies Properties 1 and 2. 
3.2. Conditions for the fixpoint 
In Section 3.1, we assume that the domain of the aggregated attribute is finite, which 
is one of the conditions for the fixpoint. Now, we discuss another possibility that the 
upper bound of the aggregated attribute (C) could change during the computation. If
there are no cycles in the graph corresponding to the aggregative closure problem, 
there is a fixpoint. But, if there are cycles, new values are created on the domain of 
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the aggregated attribute by the computation of the aggregative closure. Therefore, the 
fixpoint may not exist. We suggest conditions for the properties of the aggregative 
closure operators to restrict he domain finite in the case of cycles. Propositions 3- 6 
classify the properties to restrict he domain finite for the existence of the fixpoint. 
Proposition 3. An aggregative closure problem in a ternary relation, R(A,B, C), with 
an aggregate sum operator ((9) and an aggregate product operator (®) has the 
fixpoint, if it satisfies Property 1 and the following Property 3. 
Property 3. The result of applying (9 and ® operators does not create new values 
on the domain of the aggregated attribute (C). That is, x(gy = x or x®y = y, xQy 
= x or x®y = y. 
Proof. By the cycles in the graph corresponding to the relation of aggregative closure 
problem, the domain of C attributes may become into infinite during computation. But 
if the aggregated value computed by the (9 and @ operators do not create new values in 
the domain, the domain of the aggregated attribute (C) does not change. By Theorem 3, 
it has the fixpoint. 
Property 3 is a more restrictive form of Property 2 for the domain of aggregated 
attribute finite. These are the cases for the operator pairs, (®,®) = {(min, rain), (min, 
max), (max, min), (max, max)}. 
Proposition 4. An aggregative closure problem in a ternary relation, R(A,B, C), with 
an aggregate sum operator ((9) and an aggregate product operator (®) has the 
fixpoint, if it satisfies Property 1 and the following Property 4. 
Property 4. The result of applying (9, ® operators does not increase the upper 
bound on the domain of aggregated attribute, that is, for all x, y E D, x(gy = x or 
x®y = y, x®y <<.L x or xQy <~L Y. The ® create new values on the domain only 
toward to the lower bounds. 
Proof. Proposition 4 equals Proposition 3 but for the Property 3 being replaced by 
Property 4. Property 4 is not more restrictive than Property 3. New values on the 
domain are created by the ® operator, but it is only up to the lower bound values. By 
the monotonicity of the (9 operator, the computation reaches a fixpoint. 
One of the cases for Proposition 4 is the shortest path problem, in which the operator 
pair is, ((9,®) = (min, sum), when the domain of aggregated attribute is N+. The 
opposite case is ((9,®) = (max, sum), when the domain is N-. In both cases, if the 
domain is N, the upper bound may increase by the @ operator and the fixpoint may 
not exist. 
Proposition 5. An aggregative closure problem in a ternary relation, R(A,B, C), with 
an aggregate sum operator ((9) and an aggregate product operator (®) has the 
fixpoint, if it satisfies Property 1 and the following Property 5. 
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Property 5. The result of applying @ operator has bounds on it, that is, x @ Y<~L 
e for some value e. 
Proofl Proposition 5 states that the aggregated value is bounded to e, although ® 
operator makes new upper bound on the domain. By Theorem 3, it has the fixpoint. 
The anti-trust control problem [11] in Section 4 is an example that satisfies Property 
5, in which ® = 'if (x + y) > 100 then (return 100) else (retum(x + y))'.  The union 
operator (U) in set also is for this case since the upper bound is the domain of the set. 
Proposition 6. An aggregative closure problem in a ternary relation, R(A,B, C), with 
an aggregate sum operator (®) and an aggregate product operator (®) has the 
fixpoint, if it satisfies Property 1 and the following Property 6. 
Property 6. I f  x <<.L x®y and y <<.L x®y and thus upper bound on the domain is 
increased by the @ operator, but the upper bound does not go up much due to the 
property of ® operator. 
Proof. Proposition 6 says that the new upper bounds can be made by the @ operator, 
but it does not increase much more, because of the property of @ operator. For example, 
(®,®) = (sum, min), there is a fixpoint despite the fact that the upper bound is 
increased by the operator. In the opposite case, (@,@)=(sum, max), the fixpoint does 
not exist. The exact conditions for the fixpoint with Property 6 is very complex and 
remains as a further esearch topic. 
The conditions for the properties of aggregate operators are explained in Propositions 
3-6. The other cases that are not included in the propositions have no fixpoint. Propo- 
sition 4 says the 'absorptive' of lattice in Carr~ [2] and absorptive path algebra in [5], 
that is, a ® (a ® b) = a. Proposition 5 says the 'absorptivity' of graph [2, 3]. Table 1 
shows the example problems of aggregative closure and accounts for the existence of 
the fixpoint. 
4. Algorithms 
We now investigate two well known aggregative closure algorithms called 'naive 
and semi-naive algorithms' and explain the difference between the two algorithms in 
comparison with the definition of aggregative closure in Section 2. 
4.1. The naive algorithm 
Algorithm 1 is called the naive algorithm for the transitive closure problem in many 
papers [8, 12]. Any aggregative closure problem with Property 1 can be applied to this 
algorithm if it has fixpoint. In this paper, it is proposed as the computational semantics 
for the aggregative closure problems. The proof is in Theorem 4. 
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Table 1 
Aggregative closure problem and fixpoint(cycles in the problem) 
® ® Domain Fixpoint Explanation Problem name 
max min N Yes By Proposition 3 Transitive closure problem 
Maximum capacity problem 
min sum •+ Yes By Proposition 4 Shortest path problem 
max sum R Yes By Proposition 4 Longest path problem 
(negative weight) 
min sum R No Property 4 violation Shortest path problem 
(with negative weight) 
sum if... {0 ~< x ~< 100} Yes By Proposition 5 Anti-trust control problem 
sum min ~+ Yes By Proposition 6
Algorithm 1. The algorithm NAIVE computes the aggregative closure [®,®]L1 for a 
ternary relation LI(A,B, C), C as the label. Algorithm 1 is the finite application of the 
transformation T in Proposition 2. 
algorithm NAIVE; 
begin L = L1; 
do{ 
L = Z 1 ~ (L[@,@] Z I); 
} while L changes 
end. 
Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 computes the aggregative closure {O,®}L1, that is, L ~*. 
Proof. By induction. 
Induction basis: Initially the variable L equals L 1. at the beginning of the first loop. 
Induction step: Suppose if at the beginning of the kth loop L equals L k*, then at 
the beginning of the (k + 1)th loop L = L (k+l)*. 
Proof step: At the end of kth loop, 
L = L 1 ~J (L[®, @]L1 ) 
= L 1 N (Lk*[@, ®]L 1) 
= L 1 t~ L (k+l) = L (k+l)* 
(by induction hypothesis) 
(by the definition of L k*) 
Hence, at the beginning of the (k ÷ 1)th loop, L (k+l)* is computed. 
4.2. The semi-naive algorithm and path algebra 
The naive algorithm in Section 4.1 is generally used for the solution of the aggrega- 
rive closure problem. But the semi-naive algorithm is known to be more efficient han 
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the naive algorithm since only the newly generated tuples are included in the next 
loop. Semi-naive algorithm uses the distributive property of the aggregative closure 
problem for its efficiency [8], but the exact difference is not known yet. Therefore, 
semi-naive algorithm cannot be used for non-distributive path algebra. In this sec- 
tion, the computational difference between the two algorithms is formally discussed 
for this distributivity, not for the efficiency. Algorithm 2 is the semi-naive algorithm. 
Algorithm 2. The SEMI-NAIVE algorithm computes the aggregative closure [®,®] L1, 
for a ternary relation LI(A,B,C),C as the label. 
algorithm SEMI-NAIVE; 
begin L --- L1; AL =L1; 
do{ 
AL = AL[@, @] L1; 
L = L ~ AL; 
} while L changes/* while AL¢ ~)*/ 
end. 
Most of the algorithms for the aggregative closure problem are discussed provided 
that the problem domain satisfies the algebraic structure, called path algebra [2]. 
Definition. A path algebra (closed semiring) is an algebraic system (P, ®,®), where 
P is a set, and the following is satisfied : 
(i) The ® operator is idempotent, commutative, associative, with an identity ele- 
ment(zero element). 
(ii) The ® operator is associative and distributive over ®, with an identity element 
(unit element). 
Property 7 in the following is the subset conditions for the path algebra which 
includes distributivity of aggregate product operator. The difference between the naive 
and semi-naive algorithm is explained by Property 7 in Theorem 5. 
Property 7. (i) the operator, ®, is commutative and associative, that is, A®(B®C) = 
(A ® B) ® C, which implies the associativity of ~ defined in Section 2. 
(ii) the operator, ®, is distributive over ®, that is, (a @ b)® c = (a ® c )® 
(b ® c, ) which implies the distributivity of [®, ®] over W, that is, (A ® B)[@, @]L = 
(A[®, @]L) ® (B[®, @]L). 
Theorem 5 states that the algorithms NAIVE and SEMI-NAIVE are computationally 
equivalent for an aggregative closure problem if the aggregate operators satisfy property 
7. Property 7 is a necessary condition for the two algorithms' results to be the same. 
Therefore any algorithm that satisfies Property 7 and Property 1 can be applied to the 
semi-naive algorithm if it has the fixpoint. 
Theorem 5. Algorithm 2 is computationally equivalent to Algorithm 1 when the a 9- 
9regate operators atisfy Property 7. 
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Proofi Let the variable L computed by Algorithm 1 be Ln, and by Algorithm 2 be Ls. 
We will show that Ln = Ls. 
Induction basis: Initially Ls = Ln = L 1, at the beginning of the first loop. 
Induction hypothesis: Suppose at the beginning of the kth loop Ls = Ln = L k*, then 
at the beginning of the (k + 1)th loop, Ls = Ln , which is L (k+l)*. 
Proof step: At the beginning of the (k + 1)th loop of naive algorithm, 
Ln = L (k+l)* (by Theorem 1) 
At the end of kth loop of semi-naive, 
Ls = Ls W (AL[@, ®]L1) (let dL, be the value of the AL 
at the beginning of the kth loop) 
= L k* N (dL[@, @]L 1) (by induction hypothesis) 
= (L 1 WL k) ~ (dL[®,®]L 1) 
= L 1 ~ (L k ®(dL[@, ®]L 1)) 
= L ~ U (L (k-l)* [®, ®]L 1 +~ dL[®, ®]L ~ )
= L 1 U {(L (k-l)* ~ dL)[@,®]L 1} 
= L 1 U (Lk*[®,@]L 1) 
= L(k+l) * 
(by the definition ofL  k*) 
(by associativity in Property 7) 
(by the definition ofL k*) 
(by distributivity in Property 7) 
((L (k-l)* ~J dL) =L k* by assumption) 
(by the definition ofL k*) 
Hence, Ls = Ln computes L (k+l)* at the beginning of the (k + 1)th step. 
As an example, we show that the naive and semi-naive algorithms could have dif- 
ferent results by the non-distributivity in the aggregative closure problem. 
Example 1 (Anti-trust control problem [11]). A relation owns is given with the at- 
tributes owner, company and share. A tuple < a, b, c > of this relation says that a 
owner 'a' has a share of 'e' percent of company 'b'. Companies can themselves be 
owner of other companies. We want to formulate a query to determine which com- 
panies are controlled by a given owner. A company is controlled by a owner, if this 
owner, along with the companies he controls, holds more than 50% of the shares of this 
company. We want to specify the query to derive a relation controls, with the attributes 
the owner, company, and share expressing all controls - relationships determined by 
the owns relation. 
Initially the value of variable L1 = owns(Owner, Company, Share) in which Share 
attribute is the label attribute. At the end of the algorithm L computes [@, ®]L1, the 
relation controls(Owner, Company, Share), and 
@ operator equals, a @ b = sum(a, b), and 
® operator equals, a ® b = if a ~> 50 then b else 0. 
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An instance of Example 1 is in Fig. 1. The semi-naive algorithm cannot compute 
the desired result in the instance. In the instance, (ll ® 12 ® /4) @ (/3 ® /4) = 0 by 
semi-naive differs from [(ll ® 12) ® /3] ® 14 -~ 61 by naive for company a's control 
percentage to d. 
The result of the two algorithms for Example 1 is as follows : 
The result of NAIVE algorithm : ( . )  is the newly generated tuples at the loop. 
L1 L (end of 1st loop) L (end of 2nd loop) 
a b 51 a b 51 a b 51 
a c 10 a c 51(*) a c 51 
b c 41 b c 41 a d 61(*) 
c d 61 c d 61 b c 41 
cd61 
The result of SEMI-NAIVE algorithm : (*) is the newly generated tuples. 
L1 L (end of 1st loop) L (end of 2nd loop) 
a b 51 a b 51 a b 51 
a c 10 a c 51(*) a c 51 
b c 41 b c 41 b c 41 
c d 61 c d 61 c d 61 
The difference in applying the two algorithms to Example 1 is clear by the algebraic 
properties of aggregate operators in Property 7. The ® operator is not distributive over 
®. Most applications for the aggregative closure problem satisfies the path algebra, 
therefore it can be solved by the semi-naive algorithm. 
In shortest path problem, ® is 'min' and ® is '+ ' .  In the problem, a + (b + c) = 
(a + b) + c, and c + (a min b) = (c + a) min (c + b), for the values of a, b, c. It satisfies 
the Property 7. 
The difference between the naive and semi-naive algorithms is explained without 
proof in Cruz [3] by the absorptivity, but absorptivity is the condition for the fixpoint, 
not the difference as in the example. Ioannidis [8] also states non-distributivity of 
the aggregate operator as the difference, but it assumes the path algebra without non- 
distributivity. In this paper, we assume Property 7 and Property 1 as the difference 
with formal proof, in which the properties do not assume the associativity of aggregate 
product operator and the identity element. The logarithmic algorithm [3] and minimal 
evaluation [9], more efficient han semi-naive algorithm, also assume Property 7. 
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5. Conclusions 
We must put an emplasis on aggregative closure problems for database queries to 
become more expressive. Many researches are carried out on new syntactic onstructs 
and efficient algorithms for it. But the fixpoint of  aggregative closure and the algebraic 
properties of  it are neglected. In this paper, the aggregative closure problem is formally 
defined for the framework and the analysis of  fixpoint and its computational semantics. 
The definition in our paper holds only on the subset condition of  path algebra, therefore 
it is more general than the other definitions studied in [3, 6]. We suggest sufficient 
conditions for the existence of the fixpoint and classified the conditions as the properties 
of  aggregate operators. This classification can be the basis for the implementation of  
the aggregative closure operator in the database query languages. The naive algorithm 
is proposed as computational semantics for the aggregative closure problem and the 
exact computational difference from the semi-naive algorithm is formally proved. The 
applications of  seminaive and logarithmic algorithm to the aggregative closure problem 
that the algebraic property does not satisfy property 7 requires some cautions as shown 
in the anti-trust control problem. 
This paper gives us several directions for further research. First of  all, we need to find 
applications in which the aggregative closure operators have more general fimctions, not 
to mention the numerical aggregate functions. Secondly, it is necessary to develop more 
efficient algorithms with considerations of  the algebraic properties of  the aggregative 
closure problem. Finally, the exact fixpoint conditions for Proposition 6 should be 
determined including the domain. 
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